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ABSTRACT 
By a localization property we mean a property that preserved under localizing modules at multiplicative closed sets. The aim of this paper is 
to find conditions under which we can transfere a certain property of a given module to its localization at multiplicative closed sets and 
conversely, that means we determine those conditions which make a given property of a module as a localization property, so we give 
several conditions under which certain types of modules posses localization property.  
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1. Introduction 
Let R  be a commutative ring with identity. Let M  be an R module. A proper submodule N  of M  is called a 
small ( or a superfluous ) R module [9], denoted by N ˂˂ M , if MLN   for every proper submodule L  
of M  and it is called a maximal submodule of M  if L  is any submodule of M  such that MLN   then 
LN   or ML   and Rad M intersection of all maximal submodules of M  [10]. M  is called coatomic if 
every proper submodule of M  is contained in a maximal submodule and it is called a radical module if 
Rad MM   and M  is called a reduced module if 0)( MP , where )(MP the sum of all radical submodules 
of M  [8]. We define }:{: NrMRrMN  . M  is called a local module [4] if it has a largest proper 
submodule and it is shown in [11] that an R module M  is local if and only if Rad M  is a maximal submodule 
of M  and Rad M ˂˂ M . An element Rr  is called prime to N  if Nrm , where Mm  then Nm  [1]. 
Thus an element Rr  is not prime to N  if Nrm , for some NMm  . We denote the set of all elements 
of R  that are not prime to N  by )(NS , so that NrmRrNS  :{)( , for some }NMm   and N  is 
called a primal submodule if )(NS  forms an ideal of R . It is known that if R  is a commutative ring with 
identity and S  is a multiplicative closed set in R  then SR  is a commutative ring with identity (the localization 
of R  at S )[5, p 62]. Finally, if M  is an R module then one can easily make SM  as an SR module under 
the module operations 
ss
msms
s
m
s
m





  and 
ts
rm
s
m
t
r
 , for all SR
t
r
  and all SM
s
m
s
m



, , so that when 
we say SM  is a module we mean SM  is an SR module [6, p 74]. 
2. Some Basic Preliminaries 
It is known that if a submodule N  of an R module M  is prime then ):( MN  is a prime ideal of R [3] and if 
N  is a primal submodule of M  then )(NS  is a prime ideal of R [2] (and hence a primal ideal of R ). If LN ,  
are submodules of M  and S  is a multiplicative closed set in R  then one can easily show that 
SNSLSNL  )(  and SNSLSNL  )( . Also, one can prove that SN  is a submodule of SM . If 
Mx  and Ss  such that 0
s
x
 then for some Sq , we have 0qx  and if SsRr  ,  then 
SrMSM
s
r
)( . 
Throughout this paper R  is a commutative ring with identity and M  is a unitary R module. 
3. Main Results 
It is known that every strongly prime submodule is a prime submodule but the converse is not true in general 
( see [7, Example 2.2] ). In this work, we generalize the result in [7, Theorem 2.3] to prime submodules.   
Proposition 3.1. Let M  be an R module and N  is a proper submodule of M . Then N  is prime if and only if 
for every ideal I  of R  and every submodule L  of M  with NIL   then NL   or ):( MNI  . 
Proof. Let N  be prime and I  is an ideal of R  and L  is a submodule of M  with NIL   and NL  . Then 
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there exists Lx  and Nx . Now, for all Iy  we have NILyx   and as N  is prime we get 
):( MNy  and so ):( MNI  .  
Conversely, suppose that the given hypothesis holds. Let for any Rr  and Mm  we have Nrm . Then 
r  is an ideal of R  and Rm  is a submodule of M . If   rt  and Rmb , then srt   and amb   for some 
Ras , . So that Nsarmsramtb  , which gives that NRmr  . Then by the given condition we have 
NRm   or ):( MNr  , the former case gives Nm  and the later one gives ):( MNr . Hence N  is a 
prime submodule of M . ■ 
Corollary 3.2. Let M  be an R module and N  is a proper submodule of M . Then N  is prime if and only if 
for any Ry  and every submodule L  of M  with NyL  , then NL   or ):( MNy . 
Proof. Suppose that N  is prime and let Ry  and L  is a submodule of M  with NyL  . Clearly  y  is an 
ideal of R  and NyL   gives NLy   and as N  is prime by Proposition 3.1, we get NL   or 
):( MNy  , the last case gives ):( MNy .  
Conversely, suppose that the given condition holds. To show that N  is prime. Let I  be any ideal of R  and L  
be any submodule of M  such that NIL  . As I , take Iy  and then we have NyL   so by the 
condition we get NL   or ):( MNy , this last possibility gives ):( MNI   and thus by Proposition 3.1, we 
get N  is prime. ■ 
Proposition 3.3. Let M  be an R module and N  is a proper submodule of M . Then we have 
)():( NSMNS   ( and hence )():( NSMN  ).   
Proof. Let ):( MNSr , that means MNrs :  for some MNs : , so that NrsM   and NsM  , which 
gives that Nsm  for some Mm  and then Nrsm  so that )(NSr  and thus )():( NSMNS  . ■ 
Proposition 3.4. Let M  be an R module. If N  is a primal submodule of M , then ):( MN  is a primal ideal of 
R . 
Proof. Since ):(1 MN  and R0  such that ):(01.0 MN  so that ):(0 MNS  and thus 
RMNS  ):( . Let ):(, MNSsr  , then MNra :  and ):( MNsb  for some and ):(, MNba  . 
Then NraM  , NsbM  , from which we get NrabM   and NsbaM  , so that we get NabMsr  )(  
and that means ):()( MNabsr   and as ):( MNa  we get ):()( MNSbsr  . If ):( MNSsr  , then 
we have  ):( MNsr  , this gives ):( MNb , which is a contradiction and thus we get ):( MNSsr  . 
Let Rc , then NrcaM  , so that ):( MNrca . Since MNa : , we get ):( MNSrc  and so ):( MNS  
is an ideal of R . Hence ):( MN  is a primal ideal of R . ■ 
Definition 3.5. Let M  be an R module. We call a proper submodule N  of M  as a complementary 
submodule of M  if Rr  is such that Nrx  for some Nx  then Nry  for all Ny . Also, we define 
}:{: NrxMxrN  .  
Proposition 3.6. Let M  be an R module and N  is a complementary submodule of M  and ):( MN  is a 
primal ideal of R , then N  is a primal submodule of M . 
Proof. To show ):()( MNSNS  . Clearly )():( NSMNS  . Now, suppose that ):()( MNSNS  , so that 
there exists )(NSr  and ):( MNSr , then Nrx  for   some Nx  and ):( MNr , so that Nrm  for 
some Mm  and then we get Nm . As N  is complementary we get Nrx  which is a contradiction, so 
):()( MNSNS  . Hence ):()( MNSNS  . Now, since ):( MN  is a primal ideal of R , so that ):( MNS  is 
an ideal of R  and so that )(NS  is an ideal of R  and thus N  is a primal submodule of M . ■ 
Combining Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 3.6, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.7. Let M  be an R module and N  is a complementary submodule of M , then N  is a primal 
submodule of M  if and only if ):( MN  is a primal ideal of R . 
Proposition 3.8. Let R  be a commutative ring with identity. If RA  and S  is a multiplicative closed set in 
R  such that  SAS )( , then A  is an ideal of R  if and only if SA  is an ideal of SR . 
Proof. Let A  be an ideal of R . To show SA  is an ideal of SR . Let SA
s
a
s
a



,  and SR
t
r
  where 
RrAaa  ,,  and Stss ,, . Then SA
ss
asas
s
a
s
a






  and also we have SA
ts
ra
s
a
t
r
  and 
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SA
st
ar
t
r
s
a
   , so that SA  is an ideal of SR . Let SA  be an ideal of SR . Let Aba ,  and Rr , then for 
any Ss  we have SA
s
b
s
a
,  and SR
s
r
 , then SA
s
b
s
a
s
ba


, so that 
u
c
s
ba


, for some Ac  and 
Su , then there exists Sv  such that Avscbavu  )( . If Aba   then we get )(ASvu  and thus 
Svu  which is a contradiction, so that Aba  . Also we have SA
s
a
s
r
ss
ra
 , so that 
s
a
ss
ra


  and then 
there exists Ss   such that Aasssrass  . If Ara  then )(ASss   and thus Sss  , which is a 
contradiction so that Ara . By a similar argument we get Aar . Hence A  is an ideal of R . ■ 
Corollary 3.9. Let M  be an R module and N  is a submodule of M . If S  is a multiplicative closed set in R  
such that  SNS )( , then )(NS  is an ideal of R  if and only if SNS ))((  is an ideal of SR . 
Proof. Put ANS )(  in Proposition 3.8, the result follows. ■ 
Theorem 3.10. Let M  be an R module and S  is a multiplicative system in R . If  N  is a proper submodule 
of M  such that  SNS )(  then SNSSNS ))(()(  . 
Proof. To show that SNSSNS ))(()(  . Let )( SNS
s
r
 , where Rr  and Ss . Then SN
t
m
s
r
 , for some 
SN
t
m
 , which gives 
u
n
st
rm
 , for some SuNn  ,  and Nm , so that Nqstnqurm  , for some Sq . 
As Nm , we get )(NSqur  and thus SNS
qus
qur
s
r
))(( . Hence we have SNSSNS ))(()(  .  
Conversely, let SNS
s
r
))(( , for )(NSr  and Ss . So that Nrm , for some Nm . If SN
s
m
 , then 
s
m
s
m


 , for some Nm   and Ss  . Then Nmqsmsq   and as Nm  we get )(NSsq   and as 
 SNS )(  we get Ssq   that is a contradiction. Hence we get SN
s
m
  and as SN
ss
rm
s
m
s
r
 , we have 
)( SNS
s
r
 , thus )())(( SNSSNS  . Hence SNSSNS ))(()(  . ■ 
Theorem 3.11. Let M  be an R module and S  is a multiplicative system in R . If  N  is a proper submodule 
of M  such that  SNS )(  then N  is primal if and only if SN  is a primal submodule of SM . 
Proof. Let SMSN  , then if Mx  we get SNSM
s
x
 , for Ss , so that 
t
y
s
x
 , for some Ny  and 
St . Thus we have Nqsyqtx  , for some Sq . As Sqt  we have )(NSqt  and thus we get Nx . 
Hence NM   which is a contradiction and thus SMSN  , that means SN  is a proper submodule of SM . 
Let N  be primal so that )(NS  is an ideal of R  and thus by Corollary 3.9, we have SNS ))((  is an ideal of SR  
that means )( SNS  is an ideal of SR  and thus SN  is a primal submodule of SM . By Theorem 3.10, we have 
SS NSNS ))(()(  , from which we conclude that )(NS  is an ideal of R  if and only if )( SNS  is an ideal 
of SR  and so that N  is a primal submodule of M  if and only if SN  is a primal submodule of SM . ■ 
Example 3.12. Consider the Z module 6Z  and the submodule }4,2,0{N  of 6Z . If we take the 
multiplicative closed set }1,1{S  in Z  then we have NNxZxN  }:6{)1:(  and also we have 
NNxZxN  }:6{)1:( , that means NsN : , for all Ss .  
Proposition 3.13. Let M  be an R module and S  is a multiplicative closed set in R . If N  is a proper 
submodule of M  such that NsN :  for all Ss  then N  is prime if and only if SN  is a prime submodule of 
SM . 
Proof. Let N  be a prime submodule of M . Let for SN
t
x
SR
s
r
 ,  we have SN
t
x
s
r
  so that 
u
y
st
rx
  for 
some Ny  and Su  then Nqstyqurx   for some Sq and as N  is a prime submodule of M  we have 
Nx  or NqurM   from which we get SN
t
x
  or SNSqurMSM
qus
qur
SM
s
r
 )(  and thus SN  is a 
prime submodule of SM .  
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Conversely, suppose that SN  is a prime submodule of SM . Let MmRr  ,  be such that  Nrm  then for 
Ss  we have SN
s
m
s
r
  and as SN  is prime we get SN
s
m
  or SNSM
s
r
 . If SN
s
m
  then 
t
n
s
m
  for 
some Nn  and St  so we get Nqsnqtm   for some Sq  from which we get NqtNm  :  and if 
SNSM
s
r
  then we have SNSrM )( . Now, let Mx . Then rMrx  and hence for any Ss  we have 
SNSrM
s
rx
 )(  then 
t
n
s
rx
  for some Nn  and St  thus Nqsnqtrx   for some Sq  and hence 
NqtNrx  :  therefore NrM  . Hence M  is a prime submodule of N . ■ 
Definition 3.14. Let M  be an R module. If N  is a submodule of M  and S  is a non empty subset of R . We 
define }:{: NSxMxSN  .   
As a special case we have MSM : for each multiplicative closed set S  in R  and if }0{ MN   then we have 
 }}0{:{}}0{:{:}0{ MSxMxMSxMxSM MsxMx 0:{  , for all }Ss . 
Example 3.15. If we take the zero submodule }0{  of the Z module 6Z  and the multiplicative closed set 
}1,1{S  in Z  then }0{}}0{:6{:}0{  SxZxS  and if we take the multiplicative closed set }4,2{S  
in the 6Z module 6Z , then we have }0{}3,0{}}0{:6{):}0({  SxZxS .  
Lemma 3.16. Let M  be an R module and S  is a multiplicative close set in R . If N   is a submodule of SM  
the there exists a submodule N  of M  such that SNN  . Furthermore, N  is a proper submodule of M  if and 
only if SN  is a proper submodule of SM . 
Proof. Since S , let Ss  be any element and let }:{ N
s
sx
MxN   (note that 
t
tx
s
sx
  for all Sts , , 
so there is no any confusion if we take any other element such St  to define N ). We will show N  is a 
submodule of M . Clearly N
s
s

0
0 , so that MN  . Let Nyx ,  and Rr . Then we have  
N
s
sy
s
sx
s
sysx
s
yxs



 )(
, so that Nyx   and N
s
sx
s
rs
s
rxs

)(
, so that Nrx  and thus N  is a 
submodule of M . To show that SNN  . Let Nx  , then 
u
x
x  , for some Mx  and Su . Now, we 
have Nx
s
us
u
x
s
us
us
sxu
s
sx

)(
 and thus Nx , so that SN
u
x
x   and hence SNN   and if 
SNx  , then 
v
n
x   for some Nn  and Sv , then clearly N
s
sn
 , so that N
s
sn
vv
n
x 
1
 and thus 
NSN  . Hence SNN  . Now, let MN  . If SMSN  , then for any Mx , we have SN
s
x
 , so that 
l
a
s
x
  , for some Na  and Sl , thus N
s
sa
 , then N
s
sa
l
s
l
a
s
ss
s
x
s
ss
s
sx
s
s
s
sx
  and thus 
Nx , so that MN  , which is a contradiction so SMSN  . Now, let SMSN   and if MN   then 
clearly SMSN   which is a contradiction and thus MN  . ■ 
Proposition 3.17. Let M  be an R module and S  is a multiplicative closed set in R  with }0{):0( S . Then a 
submodule N  of M  is essential in M  if and only if SN  is essential in SM . 
Proof. Let N  be essential in M  and let L  be any submodule of SM  such that }0{ LSN  then by Lemma 
3.16, we have SLL   for some submodule L  of M  and thus }0{ SLSN  this implies that 
}0{)(  SLN . Let LNx  , if Ss  then SSLN
s
x
0)(   and thus 0
s
x
 which gives that 0qx  
for some Sq  and thus 0)0:(  Sx  so that 0x  and 0LN  and as N  is essential we get 0L  and 
hence 0 SLL  and thus SN  is essential in SM . 
Conversely, let SN  be essential in SM . If L  is any submodule of M  such that 0LN  then SL  is a 
submodule of SM  and 00)(  SSLNSLSN . As SN  is essential in SM  we get 0SL . Now let 
Ll  then for Ss  we have 0 SL
s
l
 and hence 0
s
l
 so that 0pl  for some Sp  which gives that 
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00: Sl  and thus 0l . Hence 0L  and so that N  is essential in M . ■ 
Example 3.18. Consider the 6Z module 6Z . The proper submodules of 6Z  are }0{ , }4,2,0{  and }3,0{ . If 
we take the multiplicative closed set }5,1{S , then it is easy to check that }0{}5,1{:}0{  , 
}4,2,0{}5,1{:}4,2,0{   and }3,0{}5,1{:}3,0{  . If we take the multiplicative closed set }3,1{S , then 
}0{}}0{}3,1{:6{}3,1{:}0{  xZx .     
Proposition 3.19. Let M  be an R module, S  be a multiplicative closed set in R  and N  is a proper 
submodule of M . If for each proper submodule K  of M , we have KsK : , for all Ss , then  
(1) N ˂˂ M  if and only if SN ˂˂ SM . 
(2) N  is a supplemented submodule of M  if and only if SN  is a supplemented submodule of SM . 
(3) M  is a hollow R module if and only if SM  is a hollow R module. 
(4) M  is a lifting R module if and only if SM  is a lifting R module. 
Proof. (1) Let N ˂˂ M . Suppose that L  is a submodule of SM  such that SMLSN  , then by Lemma 
3.16, SLL   for some submodule L  of M  and so SMSLSN   which gives that SS MLN  )( . If 
Mx  then for Ss (since S ) we have SM
s
x
  and thus 
t
ln
s
x 
  for some LlNn  ,  and St , so 
we get LNqslqsnqtx   and thus LNpLNx  :)( . Hence  LNM  . So MLN  . As N  
is small we get ML   and thus SMSLL   so that SN ˂˂ SM . 
Conversely, let SN ˂˂ SM . If L  is a submodule of M  with MLN   then SMSLNSLSN  )( . 
As SN ˂˂ SM  we get SMSL  . Now, if Mm , then for any Ss , we have SL
s
m
 , that means 
t
l
s
m
 , 
for some Ll  and St  then for some Sq  we have Lqslqtm  , thus LqtLm  : , so that ML   and 
thus N ˂˂ M . 
(2) Let N  be a supplemented submodule of M , so that N  is a supplement of some submodule L  of M  and 
thus MLN   and LN  ˂˂ N . Then clearly  SMSLNSLSN  )(  and by part (1) we get 
SLNSLSN )(  ˂˂ SN , so that SN  is a supplement of SL  in SM  and thus SN  is a supplemented 
submodule of SM . 
(3) Let M  be a hollow R module and N   be any proper submodule of SM , then SNN  , for some 
submodule N  of M . As SN  is proper in SM  we get N  is proper in M  so that N ˂˂ M  and thus by part (1)  
we get SNN  ˂˂ SM . Hence SM  is a hollow R module.  
(4) Let M  be a lifting R module. To show SM  is a lifting R module, let N   be any submodule of SM , so 
that SNN   for some submodule N  of M . As M  is lifting there exist submodules LK ,  of M  such that 
LKM   with NK   and LN  ˂˂ L . Clearly, LKM  , so that SLSKSLKSM  )(  and if 
SLSK
s
x
 , where SsMx  ,  then 
u
l
t
k
s
x
  for some LlKk  ,  and Sut , . Hence there exist 
Sqp ,  such that Kpskptx   and Lqslqux  , thus Kpqutx  and Lpqutx , so that 
}0{ LKpqutx  and then 0pqutx ,  0
pquts
pqutx
s
x
, so that }0{ SLSK . Hence SLSKSM   
and also we have SNSK   and SLNSLSN )(  ˂˂ SL . Hence SM  is a lifting R module. 
Conversely, suppose that SM  is a lifting R module. Let N  be any submodule of  M  then SN  is a 
submodule of SM . Hence there exist submodules SLSK ,  of SM , where LK ,  are submodules of M , such 
that SLSKSM   with SNSK   and SLSN  ˂˂ SL . We proceed as in the first part and we get 
LKM   with NK   and LN  ˂˂ L . Hence M  is a lifting R module. ■ 
Example 3.20. In the Z module 6Z , the only proper submodules of 6Z  are }4,2,0{,}0{  and }3,0{ . Consider 
the multiplicative closed set }5,1{S  in 6Z . We have }0{:6{})0({  mxZmS  for some 
 }}0{x 0:6{  mxZm , for some  }0x  }4,3,2,0{  (which is not an ideal of 6Z  and so that }0{  is not 
a primal ideal of 6Z ) and clearly we have  SS })0({ . Also we have }4,2,0{:6{})4,2,0({  mxZmS  
for some  }}4,2,0{x }4,2,0{:6{  mxZm , for }4,2,0{}}5,3,1{ x  and clearly SS })4,2,0({ . 
Finally, we have }3,0{:6{})3,0({  mxZmS  for some  }}3,0{x }3,0{:6{  mxZm , for 
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}3,0{}}5,4,2,1{ x  and clearly  SS })3,0({ , so that  SNS )( , for every proper submodule of the 
6Z module 6Z . 
Lemma 3.21. Let M  be an R module and S  is a multiplicative closed set in R  such that  SKS )( , for 
every submodule K  of M , a submodule N  is a maximal submodule of M  if and only if SN  is a maximal 
submodule of SM . 
Proof. Suppose that N  is a maximal submodule of M . To show SN  is a maximal submodule of SM . As N  
is a proper submodule of M , we have SN  is a proper submodule of SM . Let L  be any submodule of SM  
such that SMLSN  , then by part (1), we have SLL   for some submodule L  of M  and so that we 
have SMSLSN  . To show LN  . Let Nx , then SL
s
x
 , so that 
t
l
s
x
 , for Ll  and St , then 
Lpslptx  , for some Sp . If Lx , then )(LSpt  and as  SLS )( , so that Spt  which is a 
contradiction, and thus Lx . Hence MLN   and as N  is maximal so that LN   or ML  . This 
implies SLSN   or SMSL  , so that SN  is a maximal submodule of SM . The converse part can be done 
similarly. ■ 
Lemma 3.22. Let M  be an R module and S  is a multiplicative closed set in R  such that  SKS )( , for 
every submodule K  of M , then  
(1) If N  is any submodule of M , then Rad SN (Rad SN) . 
(2) If N  and L  are submodules of M , then LN   if and only if  SLSN  . 
(3) SMPSMP ))(()(  . 
Proof. (1) Let a Rad SN . Then 
s
a
a  , for Na  and Ss . Let L  be any maximal submodule of N  then 
by Lemma 3.21, SL  is a maximal submodule of SN  and thus SL
s
a
a  , then 
t
l
s
a
 , for some Ll  and 
St , thus Lpslpta  . If La  then )(LSpt and as  SLS )( , we get Spt  which is a 
contradiction so that La  and so a Rad N , so that 
s
a
a (Rad SN) . Hence Rad SN (Rad SN) .  
Conversely, suppose that x (Rad SN) , so that 
u
x
x  , for some x Rad N  and Su . Let L  be any 
maximal submodule of SN , then by Lemma 3.16, we have SLL  , for some submodule L  of N  and as SL  
is maximal by Lemma 3.21, we get L  is a maximal submodule of N , so that Lx  and so LSL
u
x
x   
and hence x Rad SN , so that (Rad SN) Rad SN . Hence Rad SN (Rad SN) .    
(2)  Let LN  , then clearly SLSN  . Conversely, let SLSN   to show that LN  . Let Nn , then for an 
Ss  ( S ), we have SL
s
n
 , so that 
t
l
s
n
 , for some Ll  and St , then Lpslptn  , for Sp  and 
if Ln , then )(LSpt  and as  SLS )(  we must have Spt  which is a contradiction, and so Ln , 
that gives LN   and by the same way we get NL  . Hence LN  .  
(3) Let 



NSMPx )( , where N   is a submodule of SM  with Rad  NN  , for each  . By 
Lemma 3.16, for each   we have SNN )(   , where N  is a submodule of M , and thus  
Rad SNSN )())((   , then by what we have shown in part (2),  we get (Rad SN )  
Rad( SNSN )())(   , and by part(2), we get Rad  NN  , for each  . As 



Nx , there exists 
a positive integer m  with a finite subset m
ii
J
1
}{

   of   such that 


m
i
nx
i
1
 , where 
ii
Nn   and 
SNN
ii
)(   , so that Rad SNSN
ii
)())((   , (Rad SN
i
)  Rad( SNSN
ii
)())(    and 
Rad
ii
NN   . Now, for each )1( mii  , we have SNn
ii
)(    and thus for each )1( mii  , we have  
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is
n
n i
i

  , where 
ii
Nn   and iSis  , then we have 



 
m
i
is
nm
i
nx i
i
11

  




 m
i
SMPS
i
N
msss
m
i
i
nmsisisss
1
))(()(
...21
1
...11...21


, so that SMPSMP ))(()(  . In a similar argument 
we can prove that )())(( SMPSMP  . Hence SMPSMP ))(()(  . ■  
Remark 3.23. If S  is a multiplicative closed set in R , then for any proper submodule N  with  SNS )( , 
then for any Sp , we have NpN : . Let pNx :  and then Npx . If Nx  then we have )(NSp , so 
that Sp  which is a contradiction, so that Nx  and so that NpN : . Hence NpN : . 
Proposition 3.24. Let M  be an R module and S  is a multiplicative closed set in R  such that  SKS )( , 
for every proper submodule K  of M , then  
(1) M  is coatomic if and only if  SM  is coatomic. 
(2) M  is reduced if and only if  SM  is reduced. 
(3) M  is a local R module if and only if SM  is a local SR module. 
Proof. (1) Let M  be a coatomic module and N   be any proper submodule of SM , then by Lemma 3.16, we 
have SNN   for some submodule N  of M  and as SN  is a proper submodule of SM , by Lemma 3.16, we 
have N  is a proper submodule of M . Then LN  , for some maximal submodule L  of M . Then by Lemma 
3.21, we have SL  is a maximal submodule of SM  with SLSNN   and thus SM  is coatomic.  
Conversely, suppose that SM  is a coatomic R module and let N  be a proper submodule of M , then by 
Lemma 3.16, SN  is a proper submodule of SM , so that LSN  , where L  is a maximal submodule of SM  
and then by Lemma 3.16, we have SLL   for some maximal submodule L  of M  with SLSN   and by 
what we have shown in part (2) of Lemma 3.22, we get LN  , so that M  is a coatomic R module.   
(2) Let M  be reduced, so that 0)( MP  and by part (3) of Lemma 3.22, we have 0))(()(  SMPSMP . 
Conversely, suppose that 0)( SMP  and to show 0)( MP . Let )(MPx , then for any Ss  we have 
0)())((  SMPSMP
s
x
 and so that }0{0qx , for some Sq . If 0x , so that }0{x  and thus 
})0({Sq  and as  SS })0({ , we must have Sq  which is a contradiction so that 0x . Hence 
0)( MP . 
(3) Suppose that M  is a local R module. To show SM  is a local SR module. By Lemma 3.22, we have 
Rad SM (Rad SM ) . As M  is a local, we have Rad M  is a maximal submodule of M  and Rad M ˂˂ M . 
Then by Lemma 3.21, we have (Rad SM )  is a maximal submodule of SM  and by the above remark 
(Rad sM :) Rad M , for all Ss , so by Proposition 3.19, we have (Rad SM ) ˂˂ SM , that is, Rad SM  is a 
maximal submodule of SM  and Rad SM ˂˂ SM  and thus SM  is a local SR module. The proof of the 
converse part can be done similarly. ■ 
Remark 3.25. If P  is a prime ideal of R , then PR   is a multiplicative closed set in R , then for any proper 
submodule N  with PNS )(  we have 
(1)  )()( PRNS . 
(2) If Pp , then to show NpN : , so let pNx :  and then Npx . If Nx  then we have 
PNSp  )( , which is a contradiction so that Nx  and so that NpN : . Hence NpN : , so that we can 
give the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.26. Let M  be an R module and P  is a prime ideal of R  such that PKS )( , for each proper 
submodule K  of M , then: 
(1) M  is coatomic if and only if PM  is coatomic. 
(2) M  is reduced if and only if PM  is reduced. 
(3) M  is a hollow R module if and only if PM  is a hollow R module. 
(4) M  is a lifting R module if and only if PM  is a lifting R module. 
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(5) M  is a local R module if and only if SM  is a local SR module. 
(6) A submodule N  of M  is a maximal submodule of M  if and only if PN  is a maximal submodule of PM . 
(7) If N  is a proper submodule of M  then )(NS  is an ideal of R  if and only if )( PNS  is an ideal of PR . 
(8) If N  is a proper submodule of M  then N  is primal if and only if PN  is primal. 
(9) If N  is a proper submodule of M  then N  is essential in M  if and only if PN  is essential in PM . 
(10) If N  is a proper submodule of M  then N ˂˂ M  if and only if PN ˂˂ PM . 
(11) If N  is a proper submodule of M  then N  is a supplemented submodule of M  if and only if PN  is a 
supplemented submodule of PM . 
(12) If N  is a proper submodule of M  then Rad PN (Rad PN) . 
Remark 3.27. If R  is a local ring with the unique maximal ideal P  and if N  is any primal submodule of M , 
then )(NS  is an ideal of R  and thus PNS )( . 
Corollary 3.28. Let R  be a local ring with the unique maximal ideal P  and M  is an R module. If N  is a 
primal submodule of M , then: 
(1) M  is coatomic if and only if PM  is coatomic. 
(2) M  is reduced if and only if PM  is reduced. 
(3) M  is a hollow R module if and only if PM  is a hollow R module. 
(4) M  is a lifting R module if and only if PM  is a lifting R module. 
(5) M  is a local R module if and only if PM  is a local PR module.  
(6) N  is a maximal submodule of M  if and only if PN  is a maximal submodule of PM . 
(7) N  is an essential submodule  of M  if and only if PN  is essential in PM . 
(8) N ˂˂ M  if and only if PN ˂˂ PM . 
(9) N  is a supplemented submodule of M  if and only if PN  is a supplemented submodule of PM . 
(10) Rad PN (Rad PN) . 
Remark 3.29. let R  be a commutative ring with identity and S  is the set of all units of R , then clearly S0  
and for Svu ,  we have Suv , so that S  is a multiplicative closed set in R , also we have S1 . Now, let 
M  be an R module and N  is a primal submodule of M . If  SNS )(  then there exists )(NSs  and 
Ss , so that s  is a unit and as )(NS  is an ideal of R , we get RNS )(  which is a contradiction. Hence 
 SNS )( . Hence we can give the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.30. Let M  be an R module and S  is the set of all units of R . If N  is a primal submodule of M , 
then 
(1) M  is coatomic if and only if SM  is coatomic. 
(2) M  is reduced if and only if SM  is reduced. 
(3) M  is a hollow R module if and only if SM  is a hollow R module. 
(4) M  is a lifting R module if and only if SM  is a lifting R module. 
(5) M  is a local R module if and only if SM  is a local SR module.  
(6) N  is a maximal submodule of M  if and only if SN  is a maximal submodule of SM . 
(7) N  is essential in M  if and only if SN  is essential in SM . 
(8) N ˂˂ M  if and only if SN ˂˂ SM . 
(9) N  is a supplemented submodule of M  if and only if SN  is a supplemented submodule of SM . 
(10) Rad SN (Rad SN) . 
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 بعض الظزوط والتي تجعل اىىاعا محددَ مً المكاسات تملك خاصًُ التىضًع
 
 3و رضا سزيده   2عادل قادر جبار , 1اسماعًل عكزاوٍ    
 جامعُ سىراٌ –فاكلتي العلىو  -قشه الؤياضًات  1
 جامعُ الشلًناىًُ –فاكلتي العلىو و تزبًُ العلىو  -سكىل العلىو  –قشه الزياضًات 2
 جامعُ ورمِ –فاكلتي العلىو  -قشه الزياضًات 3
 
 الخلاصُ
ىعني بخاصًُ التىضًع الخاصًُ التي تبكِ تحت تأثير عنلًُ تىضًع المكاسات عيد المجنىعات المغلكُ ضزبًا. الهدف مً ٍذا البحث ٍى 
ايجاد الظزوط التي تمكييامً ىكل خاصًُ معًيُ لمكاض معلىو الى تىضًعه عيد المجنىعات المغلكُ ضزبًا و بالعكص وٍذا يعني تحديد 
تي تجعل مً خاصًُ معلىمُ لمكاض لتكىٌ خاصًُ التىضًع ولذلك ىعطٌ طزوطا عديدَ والتي عيد تىفزٍا تجعل اىىاعا الظزوط ال
 محددَ مً المكاسات تملك خاصًُ التىضًع.
 
 
 
 
 يةندىَ مةزج كةوا لة ضةند جوَزيَكي ديازي كساو لة ثيَوةزةكاى دةكات كة تايبةتمةندي خوجيَيتياى يةبيَت
 
 3و رضا سزيده   2عادل قادر جبار , 1ٍاسماعًل عكزاو
  شانكوَي ضوَزاى – فاكةلتي شانطت-بةشي ماتماتيك1
 شانكوَي ضليَماني –ىفاكةلتي شانطت و ثةزوةزدة شانطتةكا -ضكولي شانطت  -بةشي ماتماتيك2
 َشانكوَي وزمىَ – فاكةلتي شانطت-بةشي ماتماتيك1
 
 كوزتة
مةبةضتماى لة تايبةتمةندي خوَجيَيتى ئةو تايبةتمةنديية كة دةميَهيَتةوة لة ذيَس كازيطةزى بةخوَجيَ كسدني ثيَوةزةكاى لة كوَمةلَة 
ريهةوةية دوَشيهةوةى ئةو مةزجانةية كة بة يوَيانةوة دةتوانين تايبةتمةنديَكى ديازي كساوي بةليَكداى داخساوةكاى. ئامانج لةم تويَ
ئةو  ثيَوةزيَكى دزاو بطويَصيهةوة بوَ خوَجيَتيةكةى ة كوَمةلَة بةليَكداى داخساوةكاى و بةثيَضةوانةشةوة ئةمةش واتاي ئةوةية كة دةتوانين
شانساو ي ثيَوةزيَك دةكات تايبةتمةندي خوَجيَيتي يةبيَت و يةزوةيا ضةند مةزجيَك كى مةزجانة ديازي بكةيو كة وا لة تايبةتمةنديَ
 دةدةيو كة بة يوَيانةوة ضةند ثيَوةزيَك دةتوانيَت ببيَت بة خاوةني تايبةتمةند خوَجيَيتي.
        
 
 
